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Corn from a Jar
Many women went missing outside Mystic Glades. She escaped. When he took the
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job, Zack Scott heard about the horrors waiting in the swamp. So when Kaylee
Brighton dashed into the road like the devil was on her tail, the new police chief
gave her a safe place to recover. Imprisoned for months, Kaylee could lead Zack to
her captor. Though Zack swore to protect her, only Kaylee knew the darkness that
awaited them if she returned. She couldn't begin to understand what drove Zack,
but she knew the importance of having him by her side. Because it wasn't enough
for Kaylee to have escaped. Now it was time to take back her life.

SWAT Standoff
Reproduction of the original: Adrian Savage by Lucas Malet

The Big Book of Words You Should Know
A SWAT officer in small-town Tennessee will do anything to protect the innocent
beauty whose life has been put on the line in Lena Diaz's Tennesse Takedown It
can't be a coincidence that in the past twenty-four hours, three different thugs
have tried to kill or abduct Ashley Parrish. Sexy SWAT team leader Dillon Gray
saved her, but now he wonders why someone would want to murder the beautiful
accountant…and why he finds her so infuriatingly attractive. Then the FBI comes
after Ashley for embezzlement, and Dillon knows he must protect her from a killer
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and prove she's being framed. Taking her on a hair-raising run through dangerous
terrain barely fazes him. But wanting her for more than just one night scares the
hell out of him.

Champion of the Rose
Ex-lawman Wyatt Ledger came back home to find his mother's killer…even if it was
his father. The truth had haunted him nearly twenty years, but now nothing would
come between them—except a damsel and her daughter in distress. Kelly Burger
sought a fresh start in the Hill Country, but when her dangerous past followed, she
turned to the safe arms of her cowboy protector. Though he now battled two killers
by day, at night Wyatt was defenseless against her seductive touch. Secrets of
their past lurked in town—unspeakable and deadly. Once he uncovered them,
could Wyatt save himself, his family and the woman he loved?

The Development of Defense Mechanisms
Re-read award-winning author Amanda Steven's chilling modern gothic series and
relive the journey of Amelia Gray, Graveyard Queen. THE RESTORER Never
acknowledge the dead. Never stray far from hallowed ground. Never get close to
the haunted. Never, ever tempt fate. My name is Amelia Gray. I'm a cemetery
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restorer who sees ghosts. In order to protect myself from the parasitic nature of
the dead, I've always held fast to these rules passed down from my father…until
now. Detective John Devlin needs my help to find a killer, but he is haunted by
ghosts who shadow his every move. To warn him would be to invite them into my
life. I've vowed to keep my distance, but the pull of his magnetism grows ever
stronger even as the headstone symbols lead me closer to truth and to the
gossamer veil that separates this world from the next.

The Tulip Eaters
In writing this book, Dr. Pierce's goal was to "humanize the moonshiner." He does
this with objectivity and compassion in telling the story of how moonshining was
often a necessity for farm families in the remote Smoky Mountain region.

Tennessee Takedown
Do you know what "quatrefoil" and "impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon" or
"narcolepsy"? This book is a handy, easy-to-read reference guide to the proper
parlance for any situation. In this book you will find: Words You Absolutely Should
Know (covert, exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should Know But Probably Don't
(dour, incendiary, scintilla); Words Most People Don't Know (schlimazel,
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thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should Know to Sound Overeducated (ad
infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic,
damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether writing an essay, studying for a test,
or trying to impress friends, family, and fellow cocktail party guests with their
prolixity, you will achieve magniloquence, ebullience, and flights of rhetorical
brilliance.

Cowboy Conspiracy
The idea that the human mind-that faculty of the intellect which we use to define
and discern the truth-might also be used to deceive itself is not new. The classic
orator Demosthenes warned of this possibility in 349 B.C. when he wrote that
"Nothing is more easy than to deceive one's self; what a man wishes he generally
believes to be true." 1 Even Jean Jacques Rousseau, who suggested the possibility
of man as "noble savage," alerts us to this paradox, when he writes "Jamais fa
nature ne nous trompe; c'est toujours nous qui nous trompons" ("Nature never
deceives us; it is always we who deceive ourselves). 2 But it was Sigmund Freud
who placed this idea firmly into the field of psychopathology and then, later, into a
general psychological theory. According to Freud, understanding the function of a
defense mechanism means not only fathoming the origin of pathological symptoms
but also comprehending a model of the mind that includes both conscious and
unconscious mental processes. From this initial focus on the general process of
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defense, Freud and his followers went on to identify various forms this process
might take, with the result that today we have a list of 3 more than 37 defense
mechanisms described in the literature.

Intrigue Duo
Sayid al Kadar was trained from childhood to be a warrior. He's fought, he's
conquered—but was never meant to rule… Thrust reluctantly to the throne, Sheikh
Sayid is shocked to discover a child who is his country's true heir, and he'll do
anything to protect him, even if it means taking on the child's aunt! Chloe James
might behave like a tigress protecting her cub, but this trained soldier can see her
weak spot. Taking Chloe as his bride would appease the people of his kingdom,
and provide the perfect outlet for the blistering chemistry between them….

Hunting the Colton Fugitive
Arresting Developments -- Lena Diaz Somewhere over the Everglades, the
airplane's engine failed and Dex Lassiter plummeted into the swamp's murky
depths. Amber Callahan didn't expect to find any survivors in the wreckage, but
Dex was about as tough as they came. And too smart not to dig into why a woman
like her had run away to settle in remote Mystic Glades. Or why a killer circled their
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every move. As floodwaters rose, deputising Dex was just what this lawless small
town needed. Because escape wasn't possible. And the only thing Dex did better
than starting things was defending them. Trusting A Stranger -- Melinda Di Lorenzo
Wanted for murder, Graham Calloway has hidden for years in a remote mountain
cabin, desperate to find the killer who framed him. Keira Niles, too, is running from
her shattered life when, during a blizzard, a mysterious, silent stranger pulls her
from her wrecked car. Their sizzling attraction is instant; mutual trust is not. While
Keira doubts Graham's innocence, Graham fears she'll expose him. Instead it's an
unforeseen betrayal that threatens Keira, causing Graham to risk exposure -- and
his life -- to rescue her and redeem himself. For the first time he wants a futurebut
will the killer let him have one?

Missing in the Glades
An exploration of the possibilities of hypertext fiction as art form and
entertainment

Secret Stalker
A SWAT team vanishes. Can two partners put aside their differences to save them?
Playing hero backfires on sexy SWAT team member Blake Sullivan. He infuriates
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his partner, Donna Waters, as much as he attracts her. But before they can resolve
their differences, they discover that the rest of their team have been kidnapped by
an unknown assailant. Now as they race to rescue the small Tennessee town’s real
heroes, they share a growing mutual trust…and a hot, life-changing connection.
Tennessee SWAT

The End of Books--or Books Without End?
Keeping his true identity a secret is the only way to complete his undercover
mission… Shannon Murphy has no idea her neighbor is a Homeland Security agent
working undercover to break up a human trafficking ring. Ian McKenzie wants to
keep it that way. Until the mission to rescue Shannon’s friend from the same
abductors Shannon escaped goes south, plunging her into mortal danger. After
keeping secrets, can Ian convince Shannon to trust him with her life?

Heir to a Desert Legacy
The Pilot's Wife
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
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Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless
romance. LAYING DOWN THE LAW by Delores Fossen Appaloosa Pass Ranch DEA
agent Cord Granger believes his father's a serial killer, but when the attacks
continue after his father is arrested, Cord has no choice but to protect Karina
Southerland, the killer's new target. DELIVERING JUSTICE by Barb Han Cattlemen
Crime Club A woman with no memory turns to millionaire cowboy Tyler O'Brien for
help learning who she is and why someone is after her. HOSTAGE NEGOTIATION by
Lena Diaz Marshland Justice After police chief Zack Scott rescues beautiful and
determined Kaylee Brighton from her kidnapper, he must rely on her to bring her
abductor to justice. Look for Harlequin Intrigue's September 2016 Box set 2 of 2,
filled with even more edge-of-your seat romantic suspense! Look for 6 compelling
new stories every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!

Mountain Witness
Con artist Gabriel Black just got busted. By a babe. Drool-worthy (and clearly
sneaky) FBI agent Danita Cruz is forcing Gabriel to choose between hard time and
scamming his own family for an undercover sting. Now he has to present Danita to
his family as his girlfriend. And it's the perfect opportunity to get wickedly even
with her…. But Danita has some tricks of her own, and Gabriel's control begins
slipping away as raw sexual energy takes over. Their sham relationship starts
feeling a lot like…well, the real deal. The Big Question is, will overwhelming desire
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be enough to make a liar go legit?

The Murder on the Links
After her safe arrival in West March, Kaylin Neya must embrace her assignment as
a "harmoniste" and try to heal the blight on a race.

Trusting a Stranger
Yearning for romance and adventure, strong-willed eighteen-year-old Rosamond
Vivian is seduced by the wealthy Phillip Tempest and is forced to flee his violent
tendencies

Deep Cover Detective
During the years 1500–1800, European performing arts reveled in a kaleidoscope
of Otherness: Middle-Eastern harem women, fortune-telling Spanish 'Gypsies',
Incan priests, Barbary pirates, moresca dancers, and more. In this prequel to his
2009 book Musical Exoticism, Ralph P. Locke explores how exotic locales and their
inhabitants were characterized in musical genres ranging from instrumental pieces
and popular songs to oratorios, ballets, and operas. Locke's study offers new
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insights into much-loved masterworks by composers such as Cavalli, Lully, Purcell,
Rameau, Handel, Vivaldi, Gluck, and Mozart. In these works, evocations of ethnic
and cultural Otherness often mingle attraction with envy or fear, and some pieces
were understood at the time as commenting on conditions in Europe itself. Locke's
accessible study, which includes numerous musical examples and rare illustrations,
will be of interest to anyone who is intrigued by the relationship between music
and cultural history, and by the challenges of cross-cultural (mis)understanding.

Arresting Developments
A routine investigation turns deadly Now they’re running for survival SWAT officer
Colby Vale and horse rancher Piper Caraway are left to die in the remote
wilderness of the Blue Ridge Mountains. But for Colby, death is not an option. He
vows to protect Piper as they navigate the treacherous way home. Surviving
against nature is difficult. Fighting their attraction is harder. But when their
tormentor makes his move…living to tell their tale may be impossible. Tennessee
SWAT

Hostage Negotiation
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
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Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless
romance. SIX-GUN SHOWDOWN Appaloosa Pass Ranch by Delores Fossen Deputy
Jax Crockett thought his ex-wife, Paige, was dead. But Paige is back and on the run
from a killer, and the killer will use Jax and their son to get to her. STOCKYARD
SNATCHING Cattlemen Crime Club by Barb Han Single mom Kate Williams gave up
the only life she knew to raise her adopted son. So when a kidnapper threatens to
take it all away, her only hope is accepting the protection of local rancher Dallas
O'Brien… DEEP COVER DETECTIVE Marshland Justice by Lena Diaz Undercover
detective Colton Graham is tasked with bringing down a crime ring in a quirky
Florida town and meets beautiful B and B owner Silver Westbrook. He has no idea
she's working her own case…for the DEA. Look for Harlequin Intrigue's August
2016 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even more edge-of-your seat romantic suspense!
Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!

Stranded with the Detective
Reproduction of the original: A Book About the Theater by Brander Matthews

A Book About the Theater
A woman in hiding and a man on a mission in the Smoky Mountains Detective Chris
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Downing doesn't know much about his neighbor. In the rural town of Destiny,
Tennessee, Julie Webb lives a life of seclusion, rarely even offering a smile or wave.
Only when Chris hears her frantic screams one night does he gain a glimpse into
the life of a woman in hiding, and in saving her life, he is forced to kill her attacker.
But Julie's troubles are only beginning to unravel. When Chris learns the identity of
Julie's attacker, questions of trust are raised and suspicions run high. Together
they will uncover the motives of a killer…and the undeniable attraction between
them. Tennessee SWAT

Fiske WordPower
A SWAT officer must protect the woman who broke his heart Years ago, detective
and part-time SWAT officer Max Remington proposed to the woman he loved. Her
response? To flee town—and Max's life—under a cloud of suspicion. Folks said
Bexley Kane killed the man "allegedly" stalking her and got away with murder.
Now Bex is back in Destiny, Tennessee, but their tense reunion is cut short when
bullets start flying, and this time, they're aimed at her. As Max fights to keep Bex
safe, he's also fighting to protect his heart. Can they unravel the secrets of the
past in time to save each other? Or will Bex's final secret destroy them both?

The Restorer
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Roderick Hudson
Soren Armitage is an anachronism. Proclaimed Rathen Champion by the Rathen
Rose, intended to support the rule of a Rathen King or Queen. But there are no
Rathens. Resigned to symbolising only Darest's faded glories, Soren is not
prepared for the sudden appearance of a Rathen. Now she must find and support
the heir despite the machinations of the kingdom's regent, sylvan curses, and the
strange behaviour of once-dormant protective enchantments. While the odds seem
stacked against her, Soren is determined to do her best to live up to the name of
Rathen Champion. But what is she to do when it seems that there is something
very wrong with her Rathen? Can she trust the person she is meant to protect?
Keywords: fantasy, high fantasy, fantasy romance, epic fantasy, fae, australian
author

He Kills Me, He Kills Me Not
A mysterious beauty had nursed him back to health—and attracted the attention of
some very bad men… Somewhere over the Everglades, the airplane's engine failed
and Dex Lassiter plummeted into the swamp's murky depths. Amber Callahan
didn't expect to find any survivors in the wreckage, but Dex was about as tough as
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they came. And too smart not to dig into why a woman like her had run away to
settle in remote Mystic Glades. Or why a killer circled their every move. As
floodwaters rose, deputizing Dex was just what this lawless small town needed.
Because escape wasn't possible. And the only thing Dex did better than starting
things was defending them.

The Blood Tartan
He was looking for a missing person. What he found was a beautiful stranger.
Looking for a fresh start, detective Jake Young headed south on a case that could
help launch his PI business. He knew no amount of work would make him forget his
tortured past, but maybe Faye Star could help. Caught up in Jake's missing persons
case, the distracting Faye was hiding a secret he was begging to find out. Expertly
guiding him through the swamps, Jake's job grew more complicated when someone
started taking shots at the free-spirited beauty. As much as she protested she
could take care of herself, Jake stepped in, refusing to admit how desperately he
needed someone to save. Especially since he'd never be able to save himself…

Undercover Rebel
Centuries ago a mysterious family of mad geniuses split into five clans; feuding,
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hiding, hoarding their secrets of fighting and art, magic and science. Now at the
dawn of the mechanical 19th century, only the five clans united can hold back the
blood-red tide of industrial apocalypse. Unless they dive into it laughing. I did say
'mad'

Sex, Lies and Valentines
Blueprint for Action provides a framework for understanding the dynamics of
organizational change in early care and education settings. It helps administrators
move beyond a "quick fix" notion of center improvement by serving as a guide for
organizational analysis and action. The book details a comprehensive method for
assessing program strengths and areas in need of improvement. The heart of this
approach is an individualized model of supervision and staff development. Woven
throughout the text are numerous vignettes connecting the concepts to real-life
situations experienced by early childhood administrators. The book includes 26
assessment tools and 12 worksheets that directors can adapt for use in their own
programs.

Forthcoming Books
A detective needed a mysterious woman's help—even if she had secrets to spare…
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In the heart of everglade country, Detective Colton Graham lays his plans to catch
a robbery kingpin. What he fails to plan for is Silver Westbrook. Proprietress of a
local B and B, Silver is as sharp-witted as she is easy on the eyes. But Colton
senses Silver is hiding something. Suspicious that she might be harboring the very
criminals he's tracking, Colton keeps a watchful eye on her. It doesn't take long to
learn her true motives and her involvement in the case. But unfortunately for both
of them, attraction can be the deadliest distraction.

Music and the Exotic from the Renaissance to Mozart
Her business is finding criminals… But can she risk falling for a fugitive? Capturing
Ace Colton is the solution to bounty hunter Sierra Madden’s troubles. The bounty
will pay off the vicious loan shark whose goons are after her. Too cynical to buy
Ace’s protestations of innocence, Sierra tamps down her growing attraction. But
when she’s the ultimate target, she might be forced to rely on the absolute last
person she should trust.

Harlequin Intrigue August 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless
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romance. SMOKY MOUNTAIN SETUP The Gates: Most Wanted Paula Graves Wrongly
accused of murder, FBI agent Cade Landry he turns to his former partner—and
lover—Olivia Sharp to help him find a killer…and a love that never died.
ARRESTING DEVELOPMENTS Marshland Justice Lena Diaz When he is forced to
crash-land his plane in the Everglades, billionaire and former navy pilot Dex
Lassiter must partner with Amber Callahan to keep them both from becoming
victims of a mysterious killer. TRUSTING A STRANGER Melinda Di Lorenzo Wanted
for murder, Graham Calloway has been in hiding for years, until he rescues a
beautiful stranger, Keira Niles, from her wrecked car. For the first time he wants a
future…but will the killer let him have one? Look for Harlequin Intrigue's January
2016 Box set 1 of 2, filled with even more edge-of-your seat romantic suspense!
Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!

Cast in Sorrow
Monsieur Renauld dies on a golf course just days after sending a plea for help to
detective Poirot. Since Renauld possessed a plundered fortune, a scorned wife, a
mistress, and an estranged son, there is no lack of suspects. It's up to Poirot to put
the police onto the culprit before more murders occur.

A Long Fatal Love Chase
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Love never dies, but can it kill? He never meant to speak to her again. Back in
Arbor Falls for a funeral, Special Agent Nick Foster has moved on. He has no plans
to stay in his tiny hometown—or to reunite with the beautiful Libby Andrews. His
onetime fiancée broke his heart, and what's past should stay buried. Libby doesn't
want his help. Her childhood sweetheart can never know the real reason she ended
their engagement three years before. But when a serial killer targets her, she must
team up with the rugged agent for her own safety. Something in her past has put
her in danger, and the passion they've reignited puts their future in deadly
jeopardy.

The Seven-Day Target
Anita Shreve's hauntingly beautiful #1 bestseller and Oprah's Book Club selection
about tragedy, grief, betrayal, and the 'impossibility of knowing another person.' As
a pilot's wife, Kathryn has learned to expect both intense exhilaration and long
periods alone, but nothing has prepared her for a late-night knock that lets her
know her husband has died in a crash. Until now, Kathryn Lyons's life has been
peaceful if unextraordinary: a satisfying job teaching high school in the New
England mill town of her childhood; a picture-perfect home by the ocean; a
precocious, independent-minded fifteen-year-old daughter; and a happy marriage
whose occasional dull passages she attributes to the unavoidable deadening of
time. As Kathryn struggles with her grief, she descends into a maelstrom of
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publicity stirred up by the modern hunger for the details of tragedy. Even before
the plane is located in waters off the Irish coast, the relentless scrutiny of her
husband's life begins to bring a bizarre personal mystery into focus. Could there be
any truth to the increasingly disturbing rumors that he had a secret life?

Harlequin Intrigue January 2016 - Box Set 2 of 2
Four years ago, Amanda Stockton wasforced to play a serial killer’s twisted game
ofchance. Since then, she has retreated from the world, bearing the scar from her
ordeal and theburden of a terrible secret. But when anotherwoman is found dead,
clutching a long-stemmedred rose, Amanda knows she can hide no longer. If there
were any other way, Chief Logan Richards would never ask the only surviving
victimfor help. But it’s clear this killer will not bestopped and Amanda is the only
link. Torn between catching a madman and winning the trust of thewoman he’s
come to love, Logan is caught in adangerous game with Amanda. And there’s
noguarantee they’ll come out on top.

Harlequin Intrigue September 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
The Exclusive Method You Can Use to Learn—Not Just Memorize—Essential Words
A powerful vocabulary expands your world of opportunity. Building your word
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power will help you write more effectively, communicate clearly, score higher on
standardized tests like the SAT, ACT, or GRE, and be more confident and
persuasive in everything you do. Using the exclusive Fiske method, you will not
just memorize words, but truly learn their meanings and how to use them
correctly. This knowledge will stay with you longer and be easier to recall—and it
doesn't take any longer than less-effective memorization. How does it work? This
book uses a simple three-part system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't arranged
randomly or alphabetically, but in similar groups based on meaning and origin that
make words easier to remember over time. 2. Deeper Meanings, More Examples:
Full explanations—not just brief definitions—of what the words mean, plus multiple
examples of the words in sentences. 3. Quick Activities: Frequent short quizzes
help you test how much you've learned, while helping your brain internalize their
meanings.

Blueprint for Action
In a riveting exploration of the power the past wields over the present, critically
acclaimed author Antoinette van Heugten writes the story of a woman whose
child's life hangs in the balance, forcing her to confront the roots of her family's
troubled history in the dark days of World War II… It's the stuff of nightmares: Nora
de Jong returns home from work one ordinary day to find her mother has been
murdered. Her infant daughter is missing. And the only clue is the body of an
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unknown man on the living-room floor, clutching a Luger in his cold, dead hand.
Frantic to find Rose, Nora puts aside her grief and frustration with the local police
to start her own search. But the contents of a locked metal box she finds in her
parents' attic leave her with as many questions as answers—and suggest the killer
was not a stranger. Saving her daughter means delving deeper into her family's
darkest history, leading Nora half a world away to Amsterdam, where her own
unsettled past and memories of painful heartbreak rush back to haunt her. As Nora
feverishly pieces together the truth from an old family diary, she's drawn back to a
city under Nazi occupation, where her mother's alliances may have long ago sealed
her own–and Rose's—fate.

Adrian Savage
The sexiest fugitive alive Wanted for murder, Graham Calloway has hidden for
years in a remote mountain cabin, desperate to find the killer who framed him.
Keira Niles, too, is running from her shattered life when, during a blizzard, a
mysterious, silent stranger pulls her from her wrecked car. Their sizzling attraction
is instant; mutual trust is not. While Keira doubts Graham's innocence, Graham
fears she'll expose him. Instead it's an unforeseen betrayal that threatens Keira,
causing Graham to risk exposure—and his life—to rescue her and redeem himself.
For the first time he wants a future…but will the killer let him have one?
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